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i have a pair of nics in a windows server
2012 r2 cluster that i'm using in a pass-
through network. the node that does not
have the switch port open is listed in the

ipallocationmethod property of the
switchport for the port. i cannot delete the

switchport on the node and re-add it with the
ipallocationmethod set to usestatic. that

works for the first nic, but fails for the other
nic. the node list also displays the

ipallocationmethod property set to dynamic
for both nics. any ideas? i am in the middle

of a migration from a 2 node windows server
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2012r2 with 4 nics and hyper-v cluster to a
windows server 2019 with 2 nics and hyper-v

cluster. about half way through the
migration a bunch of vms fail after

unplugging the nic that has been added to
the new cluster. hi, i have a clustered hyper-

v host and a cluster (vswitch) which is
configured as nested in nested virtualization
(for 64bit hosts). i have added an external

switch via the right-click create new vswitch
(using a vswitch that is in the hyper-v

cluster) on my hosts and added the default
port to my external virtual switches. when i

rebooted my hosts the guests that were
connected to the external switch (using a nic

that was added to the vswitch) could ping
the hyper-v (nested virtual) server's ip but
the booting of the vms was weird. the first
vm booted but then the nic was unplugged
and it stopped booting. it would be so much

easier and more secure if you would just
allow me to pick from my windows server (i
mean windows server 2012), and i can also
allocate the dhcp server (i mean server for
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windows) and dns server (i mean server).
and i can also allocate the ntp server (i mean
server for windows). and finally i can allocate
the email server (i mean server for windows)
or any other server that i want. of course, i

don't know how many servers you need, but
when i have to figure it out, i cannot assign a
server because it is not present. thus, i end
up clicking on the next button, and i finally
get to choose a server, but it will not install,
because there are already servers already

installed. what a pain!
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microsoft networking apis are available in all
versions of windows server. they are not

available in all editions of windows server.
this is the case because microsoft

networking apis are available in windows
server only if the operating system also
includes the windows operating system.

microsoft networking apis are not included in
server core. its pretty obvious that you are a

little bit confused about how the hyper-v
switch works. i will break it down for you.

first, hyper-v thinks that its just a regular nic.
it has the network address, and it can talk to

the guests and host on that network. the
problem is that if you bind the vswitch to a
physical nic, that vswitch is not treated as a
regular nic. instead, the physical nics host
has a default gateway that is the physical
nic. mellanox nic. with mellanox’s end-to-

end software-defined network architecture,
mellanox converged networking (mcn) is a
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set of software and hardware products that
allow system administrators to build,

manage, and optimize converged and hyper-
converged infrastructures. more details can
be found here: > microsoft hyper-v network
switch default miniport driver windows 8.1

131 spdk nvme-of. the spdk nvme-of is
responsible for the nvme over fabrics. you

can find more information about spdk nvme-
of here: > microsoft hyper-v network switch

default miniport driver windows 8.1 131
numa node. taking into account numa node

configuration on each cluster node, each
nvme-of is configured using a network

adapter located on the same numa node as
it is located on. for example, on cluster node
3, intel optane ssd is paired with mellanox
nic located on numa node 1. each cluster
node is connected to vm target using grid
model at it is illustrated on the diagram

below. 5ec8ef588b
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